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Mobile Autonomous Robots

• Anonymous 

• Uniform 

• Disoriented 

• Silent 

• Oblivious
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The Fundamental Problem of Gathering
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Fault-Tolerant Gathering
Weak Gathering
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Stand Up Tolerant Gathering
Strong Gathering
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Impossibility Result
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Proof: Indeed, if the other robot is crashed, we know that in finite 
number of rounds  moves to the other robot.r
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After each round the robots are not gathered.

Let A be an algorithm that solves the SUIR problem with lights (infinite memory 
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Solution with 2 robots
[SSS2020]

And if robots swap their positions, their views have changed!!

So the key is to use the distance between the robots and the orientation of the axe, 
because those are fixed.

But if r moves to the middle "alone", r’s view has changed!!
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Thank you!


